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Introduction
These are the rules used for the intermediate level of Baby Steps, which is the second level of 
difficulty. The beginner level rules for Baby Steps must be understood before the rules 
provided in this file can be understood. You are meant to start with the beginning level. 

The cards meant for the intermediate version of Baby Steps uses the following set symbol: 

The beginner level requires a player to know all the basic rules in addition to rules about 
flying. Unlike the beginner level, the intermediate level includes rules for the following:

1. Generic mana
2. Enchantments
3. Auras
4. Nonbasic lands
5. The following keywords: first strike, lifelink, haste, reach, vigilance
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Intermediate Rules

Deck construction
There are 50 unique cards used for the intermediate difficulty level of Baby Steps. That 
includes ten nonbasic lands and eight cards of each color. I advise people to print two copies 
of each card used for the intermediate level of Baby Steps. 

When playing with the cards available for the intermediate version, I advise players to each 
choose two colors they want to play, take all thirty two cards of those colors, take the 
nonbasic lands that can produce both of those colors of mana, and to take twenty basic lands 
(ten lands of one color and ten of another). For example, a red and black deck would include 
all the red and black cards, the Volcano cards, ten Swamps and ten Mountains. The decks end 
up being 54 cards. Players who become familiar with the game could also choose to remove 
up to fourteen cards for their deck for a total of 40 cards.

There are other ways to use the intermediate level cards, such as the following:

1. Use the beginner level decks (all the cards of a single color) and give each player an 
option to replace any number of cards with the intermediate level cards.

2. Use the beginner level decks and require each player to add ten intermediate level 
cards to the deck. The decks should each be sixty cards.

3. Another option for players who become more familiar with the game is to have each 
player make a deck with both the beginner level and intermediate level cards. Decks 
made this way must be at least 40 cards, but making 60 card decks is another option.

Draft

You are expected to have three copies of each beginner level card (150 cards) in addition to 
two copies of each intermediate level card (100 cards). That's enough cards to have a four 
player draft, which is a special type of event that involves particular rules for deck 
construction.

The rules for draft are the following:

Give each player three piles of fifteen random face-down cards. These random cards can 
either be a random mixture of every beginner and intermediate level card, or each pile can 
include eight beginner level cards and seven intermediate level cards.

Each player then picks up the first pile of fifteen cards, looks at them, takes one card, and 
passes the rest to the player to their left. Each player then takes the pile that was passed to 
them, looks at them, takes one card, and passes the rest to the left. Continue this process until 
no cards are left of the first pile.

Then do the same thing using the second pile, but pass the piles to the right instead.

Then do the same thing using the third pile, but pass the piles to the left again.
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At some point all the cards will be taken by the players. The players use those cards to make 
their own 40-card decks. Any number of basic land cards can be added to each deck.

Generic mana
Generic mana as used in a casting cost is mana that can be payed using any type of mana.

For example, take a look at Ancient Dragon:

The mana cost includes two red mana in addition to “4” generic mana. The card has a 
converted mana cost of six, which means you need six mana to pay it. Two of the mana has to 
be red, but the other four can be any type of mana (such as red, white, blue, black, and/or 
green). You could pay Ancient Dragon's casting cost in the following ways:

1. With two red and four blue mana.
2. With six red mana.
3. With two red, two green, and two white mana.

However, keep in mind that those are not the only ways to cast it. 

Tap symbol
The tap symbol looks like this:  

The tap symbol is used to tell you that an untapped permanent must be tapped as part of a cost 
to activate an ability. So far the only tap abilities are from lands. For example, Mountains 
have “ : Add  to your mana pool.” (This means the same thing as “Tap this to add a red 
mana to your mana pool.”)

Enchantments
Enchantment cards are permanents that can't attack or block. Unlike lands, they have a mana 
cost. They do whatever is stated on them.
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Auras

Some of the enchantment cards in the intermediate difficulty are also auras, which are 
enchantments that are attached to other cards. Aura cards all say “enchant such and such” (e.g. 
“enchant creature”). When you cast the aura card, choose a target of the appropriate type. 
When the aura card resolves, put it onto the battlefield attached to the target. The aura stays 
attached to that permanent for as long as it's the relevant type of permanent. If the 
enchantment falls off, then it is put into the owner's graveyard.

For example, a player who plays Fury needs to enchant a creature, which means you need to 
target a creature when you cast it. Let's say you target a T Rex with it. When the enchantment 
resolves, you put it onto the battlefield attached to the T Rex. You physically put the card on 
the T Rex (usually behind it) like so:

Fury gives the enchanted creature +1/+1 and first strike. In this case the T Rex will get +1/+1 
and first strike, so the T Rex will become an 8/8 creature with vigilance and first strike for as 
long as Fury is enchanting it. A permanent is enchanted for as long as an enchantment is 
attached to it.

Nonbasic lands
The basic lands include Plains, Islands, Swamps, Mountains, and Forests. Players are 
expected to know what each basic land does. Mountains can be tapped to make red mana, 
Forests can be tapped to make green mana, etc.

Nonbasic lands are lands other than basic lands. However, nonbasic lands can have basic land 
types. Take a look at Volcano:
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Volcano counts as both a Swamp and a Mountain, so it can produce black or red mana. All 
this is explained on the card.

All permanents ordinarily enter the battlefield untapped unless explicitly stated otherwise. It 
is explicitly stated on Volcano that it enters the battlefield tapped. The reason that Volcano has 
this drawback is that it would otherwise be strictly better than a basic land. The card is meant 
to be used for mana fixing (to help you get all the colors you need in a multi-colored deck).

New keywords
The only keyword used in the beginner difficulty was flying. Now there are another five 
keywords:

1. First strike – Creatures with first strike deal damage before creatures without first 
strike. Consider a 2/2 creature with first strike that is blocked by a 3/1 creature 
without first strike. The 2/2 creature with first strike would deal 2 damage to the 3/1 
creature and destroy it. The 3/1 creature won't have a chance to deal damage at all.

2. Lifelink – Creatures with lifelink cause you to gain life equal to the damage they deal. 
For example, a 3/1 creature you control with lifelink can deal 3 damage in combat, 
which would also cause you to gain 3 life.

3. Haste – Creatures with haste can attack the turn they come under your control.
4. Reach – Creatures with reach can block creatures with flying.
5. Vigilance – Creatures with vigilance don't tap when they attack. 
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